
You are not just feeding people, you 
are nurturing, developing, preparing, 

sharing, communicating, loving, 
exciting, igniting, experimenting, 

socialising, revealing, inspiring, trying!!
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Cookfulness
Before you start to cook, even get yourself worked up about it, just take a second…….

STOP, SIT, BREATHE………

CLOSE YOUR EYES, BREATHE……..

BREATHE, SLOW, BREATHE……..

Now visualise your family, your friends, people sat around a table enjoying 
YOUR food. They are talking, laughing, eating, smiling, just all very happy.

Keep seeing these happy faces, the look of deep satisfaction as they taste 
YOUR food.  That pause as they take their first bite, the eyes closing and the 
“mmmmmm….” noises they make!!

Now, in your mind’s eye you need to-

Smell that food………

Taste that food……….

See that food…………

You CAN do this and YOU WILL.

Be proud of yourself, be strong and 
be present, here and now.
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If you are having a bad day, I want to make it better.  

If you are having a better day, I want to make it good.

If you are having a good day, I want to make it great.

If you are having a great day, good on you.

Remember, less is more in good/great days 
and 

more is less in bad / better days
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This book is about helping you, who are suffering with 
chronic pain and/or depression, anxiety, panic, fatigue to 
want to and to be able to cook safely and productively no 
matter what type of day you are having.

It’s full of useful hints and tips when you are struggling, 
through to when having a better day, no recipe is off limits.

Cookbooks often have lovely pictures of the dishes you are making, 
and how often are you so disappointed when yours looks nothing 
like it?!  You then feel rubbish and want to give up.  So, I have taken 
the bold decision to NOT show photos of the final dishes!  Whatever 
you end up with WILL BE RIGHT!  Be overjoyed with your results, 
be confident in your results and don’t worry about what it should 
look like.  It looks like it looks!

This book doesn’t have fancy recipes with ingredients you need 
to travel miles to find. It doesn’t consume you with days of 
preparation on end to even start it off. You don’t need fancy 
gadgets or the help of a small army to make something!

I am coeliac, so no gluten or wheat, so the recipes here are 
aligned to that, but these recipes are for the entire family 

and more, they just happen to be gluten and wheat free too.  If 
you aren’t gluten free, and don’t want to try it, then just replace 

anything specifically with your normal items.

I have the misfortune to be allergic to seafood as well! This does 
mean that, in this book, there are no specific recipes where seafood 
is the main or sub ingredient.  I couldn’t live with myself if I put 
in any recipes that I was not able to make and taste myself.  I have 
though written where I believe seafood would add to or could be a 
replacement ingredient for a dish.

Remember, practice Cookfulness, keep those vivid happy pictures in 
your head.  Use them whenever you are feeling low, tired or in pain, 
not just when cooking.  Use those positive pictures and values to 

keep caring and remembering why you have a purpose, a passion, a 
desire, a reason, a power!


